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Why should we create a better
understanding of marine ecosystems and 

can we?
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The recent IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change) Fourth Assessment Report (1) 
noted 28,586 significant biological changes in 
terrestrial systems but only 85 from marine and 
freshwater systems.
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A schematic view of the Baltic Sea upper-trophic food web.

Lindegren M et al. PNAS 2009;106:14722-14727

©2009 by National Academy of Sciences
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Cury et al. 2001
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Models?
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European Regional Seas

Ecosystem Model
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Cury et al. 2001

Where are the microbes?
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http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/280/5364/694/F2�
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ajc1/769152076/�
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New organisms = new
metabolisms
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+Can we create a better
understanding?

 Knowledge on marine ecosystems is acquired continuously
and has often brought about paradigm shifts

 Predicting the future state of ecosystems with any accuracy is 
fraught with difficulties

• Modelling entire food webs and biogeochemical cycles for the 
purpose of prediction is impossible (too many and still unknown
state variables).

• Modelling selected subsets of state variables for particular
purposes may be adequate but is often insufficient

 Are scenarios an alternative? Can they be used for 
management and decision making?

 Scenarios, as models, require accurate observation of the 
state of the ecosystem.
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Ocean observation
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http://www-hrx.ucsd.edu/www-argo/statusbig.gif�
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CoML & Ocean Observing
Upward-looking 
Simrad sonar in the 
Charlie-Gibbs 
Fracture Zone on the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
(A) and (B): 
Dramatic reduction in 
diurnal plankton 
migration in winter 
versus summer. 

Internal Wave

Whale

Squid?

Fish Schools Relocating

B. WinterA. Summer

C. D.

Data from CoML MAR-ECO project.

(C): 100m whale 
dives to feed, likely on 
squid, above an 
internal wave moving 
the whole plankton 
community. (D): Fish 
school breaking up at 
50m and reforming 
near surface. 
Time bars 15 min.
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+CoML & Ocean Observing

Animal oceanographers – collecting vast amounts 
of oceanographic data

220 Temperature

7 seals tracked during 2-3 month summer feeding 
migrations

Some animals 
dive 1000m

Image: TOPP projec
Photo: Dan Costa, University 
of California Santa Cruz



+Conclusions
 New discoveries that profoundly change our view on how

marine ecosystem function are still made regularly, even in 
shallow waters.

 Mechanistic understanding of whole ecosystem functioning is 
changing and improving continuously with continued
exploration.

 The oceans are complex systems that as a whole cannot be
captured in equations and algorithms

 Therefore quantitative prediction of the state of the oceans is 
an illusion (as for the weather). 

 Adequate observation of the oceans remains therefore
essential (as for the weather) to create a better
understanding of marine ecosystem functioning.

 Innovation is based on new knowledge
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Thank you for your attention
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